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provided. In case that a display unit enters a screen look mode,
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ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND
OPERATION METHOD THEREOF
CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the priority bene?ts of US.
provisional application Ser. No. 61/569,725, ?led on Dec. 12,
2011. The entirety of the above-mentioned patent applica
tions is hereby incorporated by reference herein and made a
part of this speci?cation.
BACKGROUND

[0002]

1. Technical Field

[0003] The invention relates to an operation method of an
electronic apparatus. Particularly, the invention relates to an
electronic apparatus having a message function and an opera
tion method thereof.

[0004]

2. RelatedArt

[0005] Human-computer environment has been developed
for over a half century from the past large-scale mainframes to

personal computers, and computer systems capable of pro
viding high-speed computation and having a large amount of
storage capability are quickly developed together With a huge
network and become indispensable tools in people’s daily
life. Along With progress of technology, popularity of the
computer system has increased year by year. The modem
people are more and more accustomed to use the computer

systems as tools in daily of?ce Work, study, communication,
information broWsing and entertainment. Therefore, to
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returns back to the seat and see the message from a visitor on

the lock screen, the user learns that the visitor visits during a
period When the user is aWay from the electronic apparatus.
[0010] In order to make the aforementioned and other fea
tures and advantages of the invention comprehensible, sev

eral exemplary embodiments accompanied With ?gures are
described in detail beloW.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011]

The accompanying draWings are included to pro

vide a further understanding of the invention, and are incor

porated in and constitute a part of this speci?cation. The
draWings illustrate embodiments of the invention and,
together With the description, serve to explain the principles
of the invention.
[0012] FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B are block diagrams of an
electronic apparatus according to an embodiment of the
invention.
[0013] FIG. 2 is a ?owchart illustrating an operation
method according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0014] FIG. 3A-FIG. 3D are schematic diagrams of inter
face operation according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0015] FIG. 4 is a block diagram ofan electronic apparatus
according to another embodiment of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF DISCLOSED
EMBODIMENTS

ensure the computer system to have diversi?ed function to

[0016] Generally, after a user leaves his seat, if a visitor
visits, the visitor can only leave a message to the user by using

assist people’s daily life is one of subjects to be studied.

a pen and a paper. Therefore, if the pen and the paper are not

SUMMARY

[0006] The invention is directed to an electronic apparatus
and an operation method thereof, by Which a message pro
vider is capable of inputting message under a screen lock
mode.
[0007] The invention provides an operation method of an
electronic apparatus, the electronic apparatus includes a dis

play unit and a processing unit, and the processing unit is
coupled to the display unit. In such method, When the elec
tronic apparatus enters a screen lock mode, the display unit
displays a lock screen, and the lock screen includes a message

option. Moreover, the processing unit detects that the mes
sage option is enabled. A message input interface is displayed
by the display unit. After all, a note message is generated
through the message input interface, and a prompt item cor
responding to the note message is displayed on the lock

screen through the display unit.
[0008] The invention provides an electronic apparatus
including a display unit and a processing unit. The processing
unit is coupled to the display unit, and the display unit dis
plays a lock screen in case of a screen lock mode, and displays
a message option on the lock screen. When the processing

unit detects that the message option is enabled, the processing

available, the visitor cannot leave any message. Moreover, the
conventional pen and paper message may have problems of
illegible handWriting or missing the paper Written With the
message due to external factors, etc. Therefore, the invention
provides an electronic apparatus and an operation method
thereof, by Which the electronic apparatus can be used to
leave a message, so as to improve usage convenience of the

electronic apparatus. In order to fully convey the spirit of the
invention, embodiments are provided beloW for detailed

descriptions.
[0017] FIG. 1A and FIG. 1B are block diagrams of an
electronic apparatus according to an embodiment of the

invention. Referring to FIG. 1A, the electronic apparatus 100
includes a processing unit 110, a display unit 120 and a

storage unit 130. The electronic apparatus 100 is, for
example, a device having a computation function, such as a

desktop computer, a notebook computer, a tablet personal
computer (PC), and a smart phone, etc.

[0018] The processing unit 110 is, for example, a central
processing unit (CPU) or a microprocessor, etc., Which is
used to execute hardWare, ?rmWare and process data in soft
Ware of the electronic apparatus 100. The processing unit 110
is coupled to the display unit 120 and the storage unit 130.
[0019] The display unit 120 is, for example, a cathode ray

unit controls Will display a message input interface on the
display unit, so as to generate a note message through the

tube (CRT) display, a liquid crystal display (LCD), a plasma

message input interface. Moreover, the display unit can fur
ther display a prompt item corresponding to the note message

example, a capacitive screen, a resistive screen, or an acoustic
Wave screen, etc. that has a touch control function, or has a

on the lock screen.

According to the above descriptions, in case of the

touch control function after combining With other devices.
[0020] The storage unit 130 is, for example, a non-volatile

screen lock mode, the message function can be executed, and
the mes sage is prompted on the lock screen, and When the user

memory (NVM), a dynamic random access memory
(DRAM) or a static random access memory (SRAM), etc.

[0009]

display, or a touch display, etc. The touch display is, for
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[0021]

In case that program codes are used to implement an

operation method of the electronic apparatus 100, the storage
unit 130 stores a plurality of program instructions, and after
the program instructions are installed, the program instruc
tions are executed by the processing unit 110. The program
instructions include a plurality of commands and the process
ing unit 110 executes these commands to implement various

steps of the operation method. In the present embodiment, the
electronic apparatus 100 only includes one processing unit
110, and in other embodiments, the electronic apparatus 100
may include a plurality of processing units, and the installed
program fragments are executed by the processing units.
[0022] In detail, in case that the display unit 120 enters the
screen lock mode, a message option is displayed in a lock
screen of the display unit 120. When the processing unit 110
detects that the message option is enabled, a message input
interface is displayed on the display unit 120, so as to generate
a note message through the message input interface, When the
message input interface is ended, it is returned to the lock
screen, and a prompt item corresponding to the note message
is displayed on the lock screen. It should be noticed that the
note message can be one of a text, a sound, a voice or an image

?le or a combination thereof, though the invention is not
limited thereto. For simplicity’s sake, the note message of a
text is taken as an example for descriptions.

[0023] Moreover, the above steps are executed by corre
sponding program modules, as that shoWn in FIG. 1B. Refer
ring to FIG. 1B, the electronic apparatus 100 further includes
a lock module 101, a start module 102, a generation module
103 and a return module 104. The above modules are driven

and executed by the processing unit 110, and each of the
above modules is composed of program fragments Written in
a program language, and is stored in the storage unit 130. The
lock module 101 makes the display unit 120 to enter the
screen lock mode. When it is detected that the mes sage option

is enabled, the start module 302 displays the message input
interface in the display unit 120. The generation module 103
generates the note message according to a text input received
thought the message input interface. The return module 1 04 is
returns to the lock screen When the message input interface is

ended, and displays the prompt item corresponding to the
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play unit 120. Here, the message option is, for example, a
shortcut corresponding to the message input interface. When
the processing unit 110 receives an enable signal correspond
ing to the message option, for example, the message option is
selected, the processing unit 110 activates the message input
interface on the display unit 120. For example, another frame
is displayed on the lock screen to display the message input

interface. The message input interface can totally overlap the
lock screen, and can only overlap a part of the lock screen.
Namely, a display siZe of the message input interface can be
equal to or smaller than a siZe of the lock screen.

[0028]

In step S215, the processing unit 110 generates the

note message through the message input interface. For
example, an input unit (for example, physical keys such as a
keyboard, etc. or a handWriting board) of the electronic appa
ratus 100 is used to receive a text input, and the processing

unit 110 displays corresponding content in the message input
interface according to the text input, so as to generate a note

message. Alternatively, the display unit 120 can be a touch
display unit, and an input block can be divided in the touch

display unit to facilitate a message provider performing hand
Writing or touch input. Namely, the message input interface
includes a message block and an input block, Where the text

input is received through the input block, and the correspond
ing content is displayed in the message block according to the
text input, so as to generate the note message.

[0029] It should be noticed that if the message content is a
sound, a voice or an image, the input unit of the electronic
apparatus 100 may further include a microphone or a video
camera, and the processing unit 110 generates the note mes
sage according to one of a text, a sound, an image ?le or a

combination thereof, though the invention is not limited
thereto.
[0030] In step S220, When the message input interface is
ended, the processing unit 110 controls the display unit 120 to
return to the lock screen and display a prompt item corre
sponding to the note message on the lock screen. Namely, the
generated note message is displayed on the lock screen in a

Way of the prompt item.

note message on the lock screen.

[0031] Moreover, after the note item is generated, a pass
Word setting interface can be displayed on the display unit

[0024] Moreover, in other embodiments, each of the above
modules can be implemented by a physical circuit composed

the note message through the passWord setting interface.

of one or a plurality of logic gates.

[0025]

An operation method of the electronic apparatus

100 having the message function is described in detail beloW.
FIG. 2 is a ?owchart illustrating an operation method accord
ing to an embodiment of the invention. Referring to FIG. 1A

120, so as to set a speci?c name and a speci?c passWord for

Moreover, if a program of setting the speci?c name and the
speci?c passWord is executed after the note message is gen
erated, in case of the lock screen, When the prompt item of the
note message is enabled, a decoding interface is displayed on
the display unit 120 to receive an input name and an input

and FIG. 2, in the step S205, the display unit 120 enters the

passWord.

screen lock mode. Here, under the screen lock mode, the lock
screen displayed on the display unit 120 includes a message

[0032] When the input name and the input passWord are
respectively complied With the previously set speci?c name
and the speci?c passWord, the note message is displayed on
the message input interface, and a message provider of the

option.
[0026] For example, after the electronic apparatus 100 idles
for a predetermined period of time, the processing unit 110
makes the display unit 120 to enter the screen lock mode.
Alternatively, a physical or a virtual function key or hot key
can be set on the electronic apparatus 100, and When the set

function key or hot key is enabled, the processing unit 110 is
driven to make the display unit 120 to enter the screen lock
mode.
[0027] Under the screen lock mode, in step S210, When the

processing unit 110 detects that the message option is
enabled, the message input interface is displayed on the dis

note message can again edit the note message according to an

actual requirement. In other Words, the message provider can
only edit and modify his oWn note message by inputting a
name and a passWord complied With the speci?c name and the
speci?c passWord. In this Way, a situation that different mes
sage providers tamper note messages of the others is avoided.
Here, regarding a method of enabling the prompt item of the
note message, the prompt item can be directly selected, or the
prompt item can be dragged to a speci?c block in the lock
screen.
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[0033]

Moreover, the electronic device 100 may further

receive a screen unlock instruction, and unlocks the screen

lock mode through a screen unlocking procedure. Moreover,
after the screen lock mode is ended, a message box interface

is displayed on the display unit 120. The message box inter
face includes the note message generated through the afore
mentioned steps S205-S220. Namely, the user of the elec
tronic apparatus 100 can directly open the message box
interface to broWse all of the note messages generated during
the previous screen lock mode after unlocking the screen lock
mode, and can further store, copy, transfer, share or delete the
note messages according to an actual requirement.
[0034] FIG. 3A-FIG. 3D are schematic diagrams of inter
face operation according to an embodiment of the invention.

In the present embodiment, the display unit 120 is, for
example, a touch display unit, and in other embodiments, the
display unit 120 can also be used in collaboration With an
input unit such as a keyboard or a handWriting board, etc to
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sage provider can press a skip key 333 to skip the passWord
setting procedure, and then the message input interface 320 is
ended to complete leaving the message.
[0040] When the message input interface 320 is ended, the
processing unit 110 controls the display unit 120 to return to
the lock screen 310, as shoWn in FIG. 3D, and displays a
prompt item 341 corresponding to the note message on the
lock screen 310. Here, the prompt item 341 includes a name
of the message provider and a timestamp of the message. In
the present embodiment, the content of the note message is

not directly displayed in the lock screen 310, and only the
name of the message provider and the timestamp of the mes
sage are displayed. HoWever, in other embodiments, the con
tent of the note message can be directly displayed in the lock
screen 3 1 0 according to an actual usage requirement, Which is
not limited by the invention.
[0041] Moreover, in the lock screen 310 of FIG. 3D, When
the prompt item 341 of the note message is enabled, if setting

implement the aforementioned operation method.

of speci?c name and speci?c passWord has been performed in

[0035] FIG. 3A illustrates a lock screen 310 ofthe display
unit 120 in the screen lock mode. The lock screen 310
includes a message option 311, and the lock screen 310 may
also include a plurality of shortcut options 312-315. In the

advance in allusion to the note message corresponding to the

present embodiment, the message option 311 provides a mes
sage function to a visitor, and after the message option 311 is
enabled, a function corresponding to the message option 311
can be executed under the screen lock mode, i.e. a message

input interface is activated and displayed on the display unit
120. Moreover, based on security consideration, When one of

prompt item 341, the processing unit 110 controls the display
unit 120 to display a decoding interface to receive an input
name and an input passWord. When the input name and the

input passWord are respectively complied With the speci?c
name and the speci?c passWord set in advance, the note
message is displayed on the message input interface 320, and
the message provider of the note message can again edit the
note message according to an actual requirement. In other

Words, the message provider can only edit and modify his

the other shortcut options 312-315 is enabled, a screen unlock

oWn note message by inputting a name and a passWord com

procedure is, for example, ?rst performed, and a function

plied With the speci?c name and the speci?c passWord.

corresponding to the enabled one of the shortcut options

[0042] On the other hand, in the lock screen 310 shoWn in
FIG. 3D, if the prompt item 341 does not have the speci?c
name and the speci?c passWord, one of folloWing situations
or a combination thereof is implemented, though the inven
tion is not limited thereto: (1) When the prompt item 341 is

312-315 can be executed after the screen lock mode is ended.

HoWever, in other embodiments, the lock screen 310 may

only display the message option 311.
[0036] When the message option 311 is enabled, as that
shoWn in FIG. 3B, a message input interface 320 is displayed
on the display unit 120. In the present embodiment, the dis

play unit 120 is, for example, a touch display unit. Therefore,
the message input interface 320 includes a message block 321
and an input block 322. A text input is received through the

enabled, the processing unit 110 directly displays the content
of the note message; (2) the message provider cannot re-edit
or modify the content of the note message; (3) When the
prompt item 341 is enabled, the processing unit 110 does not
display the content of the note message.

input block 322, and corresponding content is displayed in the

[0043]

message block 321 according to the text input, so as to gen
erate the note message. For example, When the message pro

the prompt item 341 of the note message is enabled, it can be
set as that the prompt item 341 is determined to be enabled
When the prompt item 341 is selected. Moreover, a folloWing
determination procedure can be set, i.e. it is detected Whether
the prompt item 341 is dragged to a speci?c block 342 in the
lock screen 310, and the prompt item 341 is determined to be

vider completes the text input, the message provide can press
a save key 323 to generate the note message.

[0037]

Moreover, the message input interface 320 may fur

ther include a ?eld for inputting a name of the message
provider, so that the user of the electronic apparatus 1 00 vieWs
the message, the user can clearly knoW the visitor that leaves
the note message.

[0038]

After the note message is generated, a set of speci?c

name and speci?c passWord can be further set, so as to avoid

arbitrary tampering of the note message. FIG. 3C illustrates a

passWord setting interface 330, and the speci?c name and the

Moreover, regarding the determination in Whether

enabled When detecting that the prompt item 341 is dragged to
the speci?c block 342 in the lock screen 310.
[0044] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an electronic apparatus

according to another embodiment of the invention. Referring
to FIG. 4, the electronic apparatus 400 includes a processing
unit 410, a display unit 420, a storage unit 430 and a netWork

speci?c passWord of the note message can be set through the

unit 440. The processing unit 410 is coupled to the display
unit 420, the storage unit 430 and the netWork unit 440. In the

passWord setting interface 330. The passWord setting inter

present embodiment, the processing unit 410, the display unit

face 330 includes a ?eld 331 and a ?led 332, and the message

420 and the storage unit 430 have same functions With that of

provider can respectively set the speci?c name and the spe
ci?c passWord in the ?eld 331 and the ?eld 332. After an end

the processing unit 110, the display unit 120 and the storage

setting key 334 is pressed, the message input interface 320 is
ended to complete leaving the message.
[0039] Alternatively, if the message provider does not Want
to set the speci?c name and the speci?c passWord, the mes

unit 130 of the aforementioned embodiment, Which are not

repeated. A difference betWeen the present embodiment and
the aforementioned embodiment is that the electronic appa
ratus 400 of the present embodiment further includes a net
Work unit 440.
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[0045] The network unit 440 is used to synchronize the note
message to a remote device. For example, by using a method
similar to that of Outlook letter synchronization, the process

ing unit 410 synchronizes the note message to the predeter
mined remote device through the netWork unit 440. After the
note message is synchronized to the remote device through
the netWork unit 440, When the processing unit 410 receives a
remote control signal from the remote device through the
netWork unit 440, the processing unit 410 activates a remote
calling function under the screen lock mode.
[0046] For example, it is assumed that a user “Adam” of the
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What is claimed is:
1. An operation method for an electronic apparatus,
Wherein the electronic apparatus comprises a display unit and

a processing unit, and the processing unit is coupled to the

display unit, the operation method comprising:
displaying a lock screen by the display unit When the elec
tronic apparatus enters a screen lock mode, Wherein the
lock screen comprises a message option;

detecting by the processing unit that the message option is

enabled;
displaying a message input interface by the display unit;

electronic apparatus 400 also has a notebook computer, a
smart phone and a tablet PC. The user “Adam” can determine

generating a note message through the message input inter

in the electronic apparatus 400 Whether to synchronize the

displaying a prompt item corresponding to the note mes
sage on the lock screen through the display unit.
2. The operation method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the

note message to the notebook computer, the smart phone or
the tablet PC after the note message is generated. It is assumed
that the user “Adam” sets to synchronize the note message to
the notebook computer and the smart phone, once the elec
tronic apparatus 400 generates the note message, the elec
tronic apparatus 400 synchronizes the note message to the

notebook computer and the smart phone through the netWork
unit 440. In this Way, even if the user “Adam” is not in the seat,
the user “Adam” can learn that a visitor visits through the

notebook computer and the smart phone, and can learn the
content of the message.
[0047] Moreover, When the user “Adam” receives the syn
chronized note message through the smart phone, the user can
further transmit a remote control signal to the electronic appa
ratus 400 through the smart phone, and When the electronic
apparatus 400 receives the remote control signal, the elec
tronic device 400 activates a remote calling function or acti
vates a video function through the processing unit 410 in case
of the screen lock mode. In this Way, the user “Adam” can

face; and

display unit is a touch display unit, the message input inter
face comprises a message block and an input block, and the
step of generating the note message through the message

input interface comprises:
receiving a text input through the input block; and
displaying corresponding content in the message block
according to the text input, so as to generate the note
message.

3. The operation method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the

electronic apparatus further comprises an input unit, and the
step of generating the note message through the message

input interface comprises:
receiving a text input through the input unit; and
displaying corresponding content on the message input
interface according to the text input, so as to generate the
note message.

4. The operation method as claimed in claim 1, further

communicate With the visitor by using the smart phone, or
observe Who the visitor is or Whether the visitor has left by
using the video function.
[0048] Further, the invention provides a computer program
product, Which is used for executing the aforementioned
operation method. The computer program is composed of a

comprising:

plurality of program instructions (for example, an organiza
tion chart establishing program instruction, a table approving

comprising:

program instruction, a setting program instruction, and a

deployment program instruction, etc), and these program
instructions are loaded into the electronic apparatus and

executed by the same to accomplish various steps of the
operation method and various functions of the electronic
apparatus described above.
[0049]

In summary, When a visitor visits as the user left, the

visitor can use the electronic apparatus to leave a message.
Moreover, a different visitor can set a speci?c account and a

displaying a passWord setting interface on the display unit;
and
setting a speci?c name and a speci?c passWord for the note

message through the passWord setting interface.
5. The operation method as claimed in claim 4, further

displaying a decoding interface on the display unit When
the prompt item of the note message is enabled, so as to
receive an input name and an input passWord; and

displaying the message input interface on the display unit
When the input name and the input passWord are respec
tively complied With the speci?c name and the speci?c
passWord, so as to edit the note message.

6. The operation method as claimed in claim 5, further

comprising:

speci?c passWord for the left note message, such that not only
the message provider can repeatedly edit the note message,
but also the others are prevented from arbitrarily tampering

detecting Whether the prompt item is dragged to a speci?c

the content of the note message. Moreover, the note message
can also be synchronized to the remote device, such that the

prompt item is dragged to the speci?c block in the lock

user can immediately learn that a visitor visits, so as to

improve convenience of life.

7. The operation method as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the
electronic apparatus further comprises a netWork unit, and the

[0050]

method further comprises:

It Will be apparent to those skilled in the art that

various modi?cations and variations can be made to the struc

ture of the invention Without departing from the scope or spirit
of the invention. In vieW of the foregoing, it is intended that
the invention cover modi?cations and variations of this inven

tion provided they fall Within the scope of the folloWing
claims and their equivalents.

block in the lock screen; and

displaying the decoding interface When detecting that the
screen.

synchronizing the note message to a remote device through
the netWork unit.
8. The operation method as claimed in claim 7, further

comprising:
receiving a remote control signal from the remote device

through the netWork unit; and
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activating a remote calling function under the screen lock
mode according to the remote control signal, so that the

electronic device is capable of communicating With the
remote device.

9. The operation method as claimed in claim 1, further

comprising:
unlocking the screen lock mode according to a screen

unlock instruction through the processing unit; and
displaying the note message through the display unit after
the screen lock mode is unlocked.

10. An electronic apparatus, comprising:
a display unit, displaying a lock screen in a screen lock

mode, and displaying a message option in the lock
screen; and

a processing unit, coupled to the display unit, Wherein
When the processing unit detects that the message option
is enabled, the processing unit controls to display a
message input interface on the display unit, so as to

generate a note message through the message input

interface,
Wherein the display unit further displays a prompt item
corresponding to the note message on the lock screen.

11. The electronic apparatus as claimed in claim 10,
Wherein the display unit is a touch display unit, the message
input interface comprises a message block and an input block,
the processing unit receives a text input through the input
block, and displays corresponding content in the message
block according to the text input, so as to generate the note
message.
12. The electronic apparatus as claimed in claim 10, further

comprising:
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an input unit, coupled to the processing unit, and receiving
a text input,

Wherein the processing unit displays corresponding con
tent on the message input interface according to the text
input, so as to generate the note message.

13. The electronic apparatus as claimed in claim 10, further

comprising:
a netWork unit, coupled to the processing unit, and syn
chroniZing the note message to a remote device,
Wherein the netWork unit further receives a remote control
signal from the remote device, and activates a remote

calling function under the screen lock mode.
14. The electronic apparatus as claimed in claim 10,

Wherein the display unit further displays a passWord setting
interface, and the passWord setting interface is used to set a
speci?c name and a speci?c passWord for the note message,
Wherein When the processing unit detects that the prompt
item of the note message is enabled, the display unit
displays a decoding interface, so as to receive an input
name and an input passWord, and When the input name

and the input passWord are respectively complied With
the speci?c name and the speci?c passWord, the display
unit displays the message input interface, so as to edit the
note message.

15. The electronic apparatus as claimed in claim 10,
Wherein the processing unit further unlocks the screen lock
mode according to a screen unlock instruction, and the dis
play unit further displays the note message after the screen
lock mode is unlocked.
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